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OVERVIEW OF 3 STEP PROCESS FOR CREATING TESTS 
To create a new Test in Blackboard you will complete three steps.  You will first need to create a 
Question Pool (1), then the Test itself (2), and finally, a link to the Test within a Content Area (3). 

This Faculty Guide will walk you through STEP #3: Linking and Options. 

Step 3: Creating a Link to the Test 
Prior to completing this step, you should have at least one question pool and at least one test or quiz 
that is not deployed to a content area.  These 
instructions will walk you through not only the steps 
necessary to create a link that students will use to 
access your test, but the options that you have for 
deployment. 

1. Navigate to the content area in which you want 
to place the test.   

2. Point to the “Assessments” button in the 
Action Bar (1) and select “Test” (2). 
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3. While it would be possible to 
create a new Test at this point, 
we already have created one in 
the STEP 2 document.  We 
simply need to create a link to it 
in the content area. 
 
In the “Add an Existing Test” list, 
select the Test that you would 
like to link to (1) and click 

Submit (2). 

4. You will be brought to the Test Options page. This is where you will determine when and how the 
test is deployed to the students.  Scroll through the page and select the desired Test Options.  
When finished, click Submit. 

Please Note: the next section of 
this document will give a complete 
listing and description of available 
test options and show you how to 
edit them once the link is created. 

5. You will now see a link to your test in the content area.  You should also note that the test is 
currently hidden from students.  We will be editing the options in the next section. 
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Editing Test Options 
There are several options that can be set for the deployment 
of tests to students from within a content area.  These options 
control such things as when the test becomes available and 
when it is due, the amount of time a student has to complete 
the test, how many attempts they have, how the test 
questions are displayed on the screen, and what kind of 
feedback they receive and when. 

To access the Test Options Screen, click on the chevron to the 
right of the test name (while in Edit Mode) and select “Edit 
Test Options”. 

The Test Options Screen in Blackboard is divided into 7 areas.  
We go through each of these areas and describe the purpose 
and how the settings can be used for your tests. 

TEST INFORMATION 

We actually already looked at the Test 
Information area when we initially set up the 
link to the test from within the content area.  
Within this area, you can change the name or 
description of the link to the test, as well as 
whether you would like the test to open in a 
new window (leave that at No). 

It will also show you the description and 
instructions that you provided while creating 
the actual test and give you the option as to 
whether or not you would like to display these 
to the students before they begin the test.  
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TEST AVAILABILITY OPTIONS 
The test availability options control when students receive access to the test, how many times they can 
take it, and how long they have for completion.  The next page describes each of the settings 
numbered in the diagram below. 
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1. MAKE THE LINK AVAILABLE:  Select Yes to make the link visible to the students and to allow them to 
take the test.  If you would like to further control the dates that the link to the test is visible to 
the students, see number 7 below (Display After and Display Until). 

2. ADD A NEW ANNOUNCEMENT FOR THIS TEST/SURVEY:  Select Yes to automatically add a new course 
announcement for the test. 

3. MULTIPLE ATTEMPTS:  You can allow students to take a test multiple times. The status of multiple 
attempts appears to students at the top of the test or survey. Select Allow Unlimited Attempts 
to allow students to take it as many times as they want.  You can also specify a specific number 
of attempts.  Left unselected, students are allowed only one attempt to take the test, which is 
typical in most cases. 

4. SCORE ATTEMPTS USING:  With multiple attempts for a test, you can also select which attempt's 
score to use in the Grade Center from the Score Attempts using drop-down list. 

5. FORCE COMPLETION:  If you select Force Completion, students must complete the test or survey 
when they launch it. Students may only access the test or survey ONE TIME. The Save function is 
available for students to save the questions as they work through them, but they may not exit 
and reenter the test.   
Please note:  If a student accidentally closes their browser, leaves the test, or loses power or their 
internet connection during the test, they cannot continue if Force Completion is enabled. They 
must contact you to allow them to start over with a new attempt.  For this reason, we DO NOT 
RECOMMEND USING THIS SETTING (see the Set Timer option below for an alternative). 

6. SET TIMER:  Set timer is an alternative to the Force Completion option that offers the student a bit 
more flexibility in the event of a technical issue that occurs during a test.  The Set Timer option 
allows you to set a time limit for finishing a test or survey.  During a timed test, the time elapsed 
is displayed to students. As students approach the time limit, a one-minute warning appears.   If 
a student exits the test, the timer continues in the background.  In other words, the timer starts 
when the student clicks to begin the test.  The timer continues until the designated time expires 
whether or not the student is still logged into the test. 
 
If you do set the timer, be sure to turn Auto-Submit ON to automatically save and submit a test 
or survey when time expires. Without enabling auto-submit, students have the option to 
continue after time expires.  

7. DISPLAY AFTER AND DISPLAY UNTIL:  Select the date and time when the link to the test will become 
available to students and when it will disappear. You can manually control availability through 
the Make the Link Available option without setting specific dates.  Note: the Make the Link 
Available option must be set to YES to use the display dates setting. 

8. PASSWORD:  You can require and type a password for students to use to access a test or survey. 
Passwords have a limit of 15 characters and are case sensitive.  Passwords are most commonly 
used in a proctored testing environment. 
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TEST AVAILABILITY EXCEPTIONS 
For existing availability settings, you can make exceptions for individual students or groups. Use 
exceptions to provide an accommodation to a student (or group of students) with a special 
circumstance or situation.  Examples include accommodations for those with a disability, verified time 
conflict, unexpected technology issue, etc. 

The following exceptions can be made in the Test Options area of Blackboard:  

• The number of attempts a student 
has for a test 

• The amount of time given to take 
the test 

• The dates when the test is available 

• Whether or not the “Force 
Completion” setting is enforced 

For detailed instructions on providing exceptions to students, please refer to the “Test Availability 
Exceptions (Accommodations)” Faculty Guide document. 

DUE DATE OPTIONS 
When setting a Due Date for a test you are given a choice as to whether or not you are willing to 
accept late submissions.  If you choose the option to not allow students to start the test after the due 
date, they will not be able to begin the test.  If that option is left unchecked, students can take the test 
after the due date, but are marked as “Late” in the grade details and submissions areas for the test.  

Also, as with the Availablility Dates, be sure to check the box next to the Due Date option in addition to 
entering a date and time. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT OPTIONS 
The self-assessment options area allows you to determine whether or not the grade for the test is 
included in the grade center calculations.  If the first option in this area is checked then the score will 
be used in determining the student’s final grade.  If left unchecked, the score will not impact the final 
grade (and is therefore considered to be a self-assessment).  This area also contains an option for 
hiding the results of the test from the instructor.  Once selected, the instructor cannot change back to 
making the results visible without deleting all submissions first.  

Note:  The typical settings for a graded test are to leave the first box checked and the second box 
unchecked.  

FEEDBACK OPTIONS 
In the “Show Results and Feedback to Students” section, you can set which results and feedback are 
available to students after they complete a test as well as when this feedback becomes viewable. You 
can set one or two rules using the drop-down lists. You cannot choose some rules in combination. After 
you select a rule in the first drop-down list, some may not appear in the second drop-down list. 

The following image shows the feedback settings with two rules applied.  In this scenario, students will 
be able to see the score that they received for each question immediately after submitting the Test. 
Once the due date has passed (and all students have had the opportunity to take the exam) the 
students can then see the correct answers vs. what they submitted as well as any feedback from the 
instructor. 
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Below is a listing and description of all of the Test Feedback Options available in Blackboard: 

When: 
You must make a selection in this area. Set when appropriate test results and feedback are shown to 
students.  

Options are: 

• After Submission:  This is the default option.  Results specified are 
displayed to the student once they submit their test. 

• One-time View: After students submit their tests or surveys, the 
selected results and feedback options are in effect for students to 
view ONCE.  However, students can always view the scores they 
earned unless you hide the Grade Center column from students.  

• On Specific Date:  Students can view results and feedback after a 
specified date and time. 

• After Due Date: Selecting this date ensures that all students without special date 
accommodations will have taken the test before results and feedback are released. 

• After Availability and End Date:  Similar to above, but restricts feedback to when the link for 
the quiz itself is no longer active. 

• After Attempts are graded:  After all students submit the test or survey, and all attempts are 
graded, results and feedback are made available to students. If one or more students do not 
submit an attempt, you must assign a grade of zero so that all students can view the chosen 
results and feedback. 

Score per Question 
This options shows the student the score they achieved out of the points 
possible on each question.  This is a default option. Clear the check box if 
you do not want to show scores for individual questions. 

Answers 
You can allow students to see information about their answers.  Options are:  

• All Answers:  Shows all answer options for a question. 

• Correct:  Shows the correct answers for a question. 

• Submitted:  Shows what the student submitted as an answer for a 
question. 
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Feedback 
This option shows the student the instructor-generated feedback for each 
question. This option appears only for tests. 

Show Incorrect Questions 
This option flags an incorrect with a red X, a partially correct answer with a 
blue percentage sign, and a correct answer with a green checkmark. 

You might consider using only this option while restricting all other feedback 
when allowing multiple attempts on a test.  That way, a student will be 
notified as to which answers they got wrong, but not to what the correct 
answers are. 

TEST PRESENTATION 
The Test Presentation area controls the way the test questions are presented to students.  The options 
available are:  

1. ALL AT ONCE:  The entire test is displayed on one screen. Students may have to scroll down to 
answer questions. 

2. ONE AT A TIME:  Each question is displayed alone on the screen. Students control going to the next 
question. 

3. PROHIBIT BACKTRACKING:  This setting is only used when questions are displayed one at a time. 
Students are not allowed to go back and change the answer to a question that has already been 
answered. 

4. RANDOMIZE QUESTIONS:  Tests with multiple questions will display them in a random order to 
students. Different students see the questions in a different order. The same student will see 
questions in a different order when multiple attempts are permitted. 
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When all desired options are chosen for all categories listed on the previous pages, don’t forget to hit 
the “Submit” button to save your settings! 

The Instructions provided to the student will update to display any time restrictions you have set: 

ONLINE@SUNYBROOME 
Please visit the Online@SUNYBroome website (www.sunybroome.edu/online) for additional 
information pertaining to distance education.  The site contains information for Students, Faculty and 
Chairs.  A repository of informational/instructional documentation is included on the site as well as a 
listing of training opportunities and frequently asked questions.  
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